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The	aims	of	this	session	are:	

•  to	deepen	your	understanding	about	how	consultants	think	
because	you	are	responsible	for	bringing	them	to	prac9ce	

•  to	offer	a	model	and	a	language	to	understand,	explore	and	
develop	the	quality	of	the	professional	judgements	and	the	
clinical	thinking	that	underpins	being	a	wise	prac99oner	

•  to	share	with	you	a	way	of	exploring	it	and	teaching	it	to	
doctors	and	den9sts.		

My	Inten=ons	for	this	session	

•  To	explore	the	Why?	What?	How?	

•  To	offer	the	underpinning	theory	and	ideas	that	we	have	
published	and	researched		

•  To	offer,	for	cri9que,	a	way	of	doing	it.	



The	centre	of	our	endeavours	
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Figure 3.1 offers a picture of the underlying elements to our suite of the Invisibles. The patient is at 
the centre, closest to the doctor’s professional judgement and its underpinning clinical decision-
making. It should be noted that the six influences around the outside will not necessarily carry 
equal significance within any one case, and it is likely that in different cases each will differ in the 
amount of their significance. 

Figure 3.I The elements that influence a doctor’s actions
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The	Invisibles		
(de	Cossart	and	Fish,	2005,	2007,	2012,	2013,	2020)	
influences	on	professional	judgements		
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The	clinical	thinking	pathway	

The	top	end	of	the	CTP	

The	boQom	end	of	the	CTP	
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Figure 3.5

The clinical thinking involved in an outpatient consultation







The	clinical	thinking	pathway	

Clinical	Reasoning											

Delibera=on	
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The	Invisibles	Process:	learning	to	do	it	

The	pa9ent	case		
starts	the	process	

Professional	conversa9on	
to	ensure	appropriateness		

of	the	case	and	agree	facts	of	the		
pa9ent’s	journey	

Selec=ng	the	case	and	crea=ng	the	Bullet	Points	
Title	
•  Xcccccccccccccc	
•  Vxxxxxxxxxxxxxx	
•  Fccccc	
•  Bxxxxxxxxxxx	
•  Mnnnnnnn	
•  Ghhhhhhhhhhhh	
•  WSssssssssssss	

The	Bullet	Points	

Crea=ng	the	WriQen	Narra=ve	using	Rainbow	Wri=ng	and	The	Invisibles	

Interroga=ng	the	case	for	the	quality	of	Professional	Judgment	and	Clinical	Thinking		

Title	
•  Xcccccccccccccc	
•  Vxxxxxxxxxxxxxx	
•  Fccccc	
•  Bxxxxxxxxxxx	
•  Mnnnnnnn	
•  Ghhhhhhhhhhhh	
•  WSssssssssssss	

Bullet	1	
•  Xcccccccccccccc	
•  BBBBBBBBBBB	
•  ccccccccccc	
•  ddddddddd	
•  eeeeeeeeee	
•  Fffffffffffffff	
•  Ggggggggg	
		

Bullet	3	
•  Vxxxxxxxxxxx

xx	
•  BBBBBBBBBB

B	
•  ccccccccccc	
•  ddddddddd	
•  eeeeeeeeee	
•  Fffffffffffffff	
•  Ggggggggg	
		

Bullet	2	
•  Fcccccccc	
•  BBBBBBBBBBB	
•  ccccccccccc	
•  ddddddddd	
•  eeeeeeeeee	
•  Fffffffffffffff	
•  Ggggggggg	
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Figure	1.4.1	Transforma=ve	Reflec=on	for	
Doctors:	How	the	components	inter-relate		

The	elements	and	their	inter-rela7onships		

de	Cossart	and	Fish,	2020	
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Transformative Reflection: The Process 
 
The Transformative Reflective Process in action is shown in Figure 1.4.2. and provided in detail in 
part Two. 
 
 
 

Figure 1.4.2 Transformative Reflection: The Process 
An overview of the detail of the process as offered in Part Two 

 
Step One Chapter 5 

Selecting the case, developing the bullet points 
Outline of a recent case to stimulating thinking and writing  

An essential starting point 
Moving the focus from the patient to the doctor 

 
 

Step Two Chapter 6 

Creating the narrative 
Using the bullet points to create the Doctor-centred narrative  

Using The Invisibles as prompts and Rainbow Writing 
Noting surprising things 

 
 

Step Three Chapter 7 

Interrogating the case 
Exploring and assessing the quality of your Professional Judgements and Clinical Thinking  

Noting surprising things 
 
 

Step Four Chapter 8 

Summarising the results of your efforts 
Summarising your new learning 

Recording your new understandings and evidence of your development 
 

 
 
Our educational thinking now underpinning Transformative Reflection 
 
The following provides our refined thinking and understanding of a process that we first began to 
develop in 2003. It has been informed by our learning as we have taught hundreds of senior doctor 
and other healthcare professionals over the last sixteen years. As a result of this we have refined and 
slightly reorganised the processes, components and resource about which we have previously 
written and placed the emphasis on the transformation of the doctor as learner and the articulation 
of the qualities of doctors’ professionalism, wisdom and moral agency which need to be shared with 
the wider world as argued for in chapter one.  
 
The construction of and enquiry into the case: a re-vision of the whole enterprise 
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2   Introducing reflection for doctors

Introduction

We have argued that reflection on our practice is an essential component of the appraisal process 
for doctors, and have noted the paucity of material available to help doctors reflect in a disciplined, 
honest and robust way. Before engaging you in learning ways of capturing and presenting your 
own reflections in writing (in Part Three), we offer here some significant ideas about reflection 
as a practice. We characterize it both as an approach to professional development, with which 
many professionals engage, and also as offering some very specific and important processes for 
doctors who seek to explore and develop their medical practice. We also note how it can be 
used specifically for medical appraisal.

Our sections are thus as follows:

v	reflection as used in professional practice generally

v	reflection for doctors

v	reflecting on your clinical expertise and Professional Identity as a doctor 

v	Medical Appraisal and reflection: the formal requirements.

2.1.  Reflection as used in professional practice generally

What is reflection?

There is no one simple definition of reflection that does full justice to its nature. It is certainly 
not the same as meditation, nor is it a quick informal chat about what has happened to us, nor 
a collegiate discussion about policy and practice within a departmental meeting. Rather, it is far 
more demanding and personal than that. It is ‘a practice’. Our definition is as follows:

Definition: Reflective Practice

Reflective Practice is a special kind of practice, which involves systematic critical enquiry 
into one’s professional work and one’s relationship to it. Where reflection is focused on 
the detail of one piece of practice or event, it will explore clinical expertise; where it is 
focused on wider perspectives, it will serve to help us recognize, explore and develop 
our Professional Identity (the nature of our practice more generally and how we conduct 
ourselves within it).

While we are suggesting here that carefully focused reflection on an event or case of a manageable 
size is likely to be more educational for us than a generalized description of a morning’s work, 
we are neither implying that reflection can only be focused on detailed events, nor saying that 
reflection is something that can be carried out in depth on all one’s practice all the time. 



	
Aneumi	Time	

The	45	minute	Educa7onal	Transforma7on	of	a	CBD	
through	a	planned	worthwhile	teaching	session	in	the	moral	mode	of	educa=onal	

prac=ce			
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The	narra=ve	is	the		
evidence	for	exploring	
Professional	Judgement	&	
Clinical	Decision	making	

The	experienced	doctor	
quickly	assimilates	the		
knowledge	of	the	writer.	
Learning	opportuni=es	
Evolve	from	this		ac=vity.	
	
The	evidence	accrued		
Provides	for	self	assessment		
and	supervisor	assessment	
	
	
	



In	order	to	be	more	efficient	I	asked	my	SHO	to	start	in	A&E	and	

I	reviewed	the	first	pa:ent	on	the	night	shiN	who	was	already	

being	transferred	to	the	surgical	admission	Unit.	I	also	

con:nued	monitoring	the	situa:on	on	the	CEPOD	list	as	I	

wanted	to	stay	up	to	date	about	the	availability	of	slots.	The	

plas:c	surgeons	had	already	been	in	theatre	for	a	good	two	

hours		trying	to	save	a	flap	and	hours	and	there	was	no	end	in	

sight.	Rumours	of	an	incarcerated	inguinal	hernia	started	

emerging.	
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